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This card helps you learn to use your Blends to color the
background of Designer Series Paper.  This technique works on any patterned paper with a white or
vanilla background.  Traditional markers--even really good ones--leave streak marks and visible lines.
 Stampin' Blends give a smooth, clean finish to your coloring, even in large areas.
 
Tip:  Use the side of the brush tip to color a large area like the background of this DSP.  
 
The second "technique" you will use on this card is coloring rhinestones.  Since Stampin' Blends
are alcohol markers, they will color non-porous surfaces like rhinestones and pearls.  I love that we
can get a perfect match on our rhinestones, pearls, or even White Enamel Dots with our Stampin'
Blends Markers.  I recommned using the small tip for coloring the rhinestones.  
 
Instructions:
 

Using Tuxedo Black Memento ink, ink up the Thanks stamp and try it out on some scrap paper.
 This is alwas a good idea, but it's particularly helpful in this card as you are stamping on a gold
encircled label.  You only get one!  I often find that the first "stamp" is okay, but the second one
comes out much better.  You only get one try on this one because it's part of a kit.  
Using the small tip, color in the Thanks letters with the dark Pumpkin Pie and dark Pool Party
Blends. Color in the highlight marks with dark Pumpkin Pie.  Now color a few of your rhinestones
with small tip of the dark Pumpkin Pie marker.  Scatter across label.  (One of mine was placed to
cover a blotch because there was a piece of fuzz on my rubberstamp--I didn't stamp on scrap
first!).  Place Stampin' Dimesionals on the back and set aside.
Using the light Pumpkin Pie Blends marker, color in the background of the DSP.  You can color
right on top of the Night of Navy spots and you won't be able to tell, so this is coloring at its
easiest.  Using the side of the marker enables you to cover a larger area at once as well as
protect the brush tip.  Fold card base in half and crease with Bone Folder.  Adhere DSP to card
front.
Now take the protective backing off the Stampin' Dimensionals and affix to card front.
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Color Me Happy Clear-Mount Stamp Set - 144069 
Price: $19.00
 

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad - 132708 
Price: $6.00
 

Pumpkin Pie Stampin' Blends Markers Combo Pack - 144599 
Price: $9.00
 

Pool Party Stampin' Blends Markers Combo Pack - 144605 
Price: $9.00
 

Color Me Happy Project Kit - 144609 
Price: $25.00
 

Rhinestone Basic Jewels - 119246 
Price: $5.00
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